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The rapid development of the domestic construction industry, not only occupy the land and natural
resources, space, affect the natural hydrological state, air quality, but also produce large amounts of
waste on the environment have a significant negative impact. Usually building from raw materials
extraction, manufacturing building materials, building construction of the building, daily use, to the
final stages of demolition and other processes will produce different types of waste, and the
environment caused by different levels of pollution.

General construction applications, a wide range of materials, including cement, concrete, sand and
gravel aggregate, ceramic tile, brick, stone, wood, glass, steel, doors, windows, bathroom and other
composite materials, types of very complex and diverse. When the building was demolition and
reconstruction, these materials will become a construction waste, but usually most are harmless
waste. The mobile crushing plant after treatment, these wastes can be put into a baby, re-use, not
only to improve the environment, but also had a good social benefits.

Waste of resources during the building development, we must first consider whether the recycled
product market with a larger capacity, in order to facilitate the large number of waste recycling
disposal. Followed by regeneration product has a high added value, to facilitate the manufacturing
cost can be commercially operational mechanism. Third needs to consider whether the quality of the
product specifications to meet market requirements. China is currently building waste recycling
means recycled building materials continue to be the best choice. Using the latest production of the
series mobile crushing station and city building waste gravel, sand production line is based on the
research and design issues, construction of waste stone processing line can be re-made into
compliance with building the use of sand, in line with the road construction with stones, rocks.

Fixed construction waste disposal facilities: the product process to jaw crusher, impact crusher,
vertical impact crusher, hydraulic cone crusher, a variety of vibrating screen, feeder, and other
special equipment will be construction waste for crushing, screening .

Mobile construction waste disposal facilities: The main station is a mobile crusher and jaw crusher,
cone crusher, vertical impact crusher and other integrated feeder and vibrating screen, mobile
crushing process.

Broken construction waste such as: steel scrap, waste wire, scrap wire, and various scrap metal
accessories, the sorting, concentration, re-melted, you can re-manufacturing into all kinds of steel;
bamboo wood waste can be used to manufacture of artificial wood; brick, stone, concrete and other
materials by crushing, may be able to sand for mortar, plaster, concrete pads, etc. to play, but also
for the production of block, brick paved road, brick lattice and other building materials.
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